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1. INTRODUCTION

The investigation of influence of external distur-
bances on stability properties of nonlinear dynamical
systems and their feedback connections was per-
formed in many ways in passivity theory (Byrnes, et
al., 1991; Hill, and Moylan, 1977; Hill, and Moylan,
1980; Hill, and Moylan, 1991; Polushin, et al., 2000;
Willems, 1972), input-to-state stability theory (Son-
tag, 1989; Sontag, 1998), hyperstability theory by
Popov (1973) and small-gain approach (Jiang, et al.,
1994). The most of above cited methods were devel-
oped for general nonlinear systems and do not rely
on specific form of system equations dependence on
external disturbances. However, the constructive and
applied part of these theories was obtained with sup-
position, that disturbance is additive and it influences
through the same channel as a control input. This
work is devoted to multiplicative form of equations
dependence on disturbance signal. The common
structure of dynamical systems feedback connection
is presented in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Feedback connection of systems
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Models of systems presented in Fig.1 can be taken as
follows:
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where 11
nR∈x , 22

nR∈x  are state space vectors,
21

mR∈y , 12
mR∈y  are outputs, 11

mR∈u ,
22

mR∈u  are inputs of the systems, 11
mR∈v ,

22
mR∈v  are additive disturbances, Lebesgue

measurable and essentially bounded functions of
time; 1f , 2f , 1G , 2G , 1h , 2h  are corresponding
dimensions continuous and locally Lipschitz func-
tions, 0)0(1 =f , 0)0(2 =f , 0)0(1 =h  and

0)0(2 =h ; 00: ≥≥ → RRz  is continuous and locally
Lipschitz function (multiplicative disturbance) with

∞+<≤≤< maxmin )(0 ztzz  (constants minz  and

maxz  are unknown) and
)()()( 121 ttt vyu += ,

)()()()( 212 tttzt vyu +−= .

In this context disturbance z  possesses at the least
two interpretations. At first, it can reflect an error of
measurement channel or specificity of the link,
which connects systems 1Σ  and 2Σ . Such interpre-
tation is clear and it is important in some real world
applications (Kim, et al., 1998). Another interpreta-
tion deals with time scales in the systems. Usually it
is supposed that both subsystems 1Σ  and 2Σ  operate
in the same time scale. But if, for example, system

1Σ  is a natural one while 2Σ  is handmade and its
dynamics is calculated using computers, which are
simultaneously solving different tasks, then time
scales can be different due to computer should share
its machine cycle times between various subtasks,
that results to delays or speeding-ups of dynamics
calculation of system 2Σ . Of course this problem is
in the center of attention of specialists of computer
systems, but in general in such situation it is not pos-
sible to guarantee exact coincidence of time scales. If
system 2Σ  is a controller, then to handle this prob-
lem it is possible to use discrete time or sampled time



equations for model of system 2Σ  instead of con-
tinuous. But such changes is not natural if system 1Σ
is described with continuous time differential equa-
tions and causes additional difficulties in analysis of
overall system stability property (Nešić, et al., 1999;
Teel, et al., 1998). If both systems 1Σ  and 2Σ  form
a part of some network like Internet, then shifts in
time scales are normal and they are caused by time
delays in communications channels and waiting of
responses on other connected systems. In such con-
text connection between different time scales of sys-
tem 1Σ , 2Σ  and signal )( tz  presence can be ex-
plained as follows. Let system 1Σ  be working in
time 0≥t , while 2Σ  operates in time 0≥τ  with
different time scale (here for simplicity of considera-
tion 0)()( 21 ≡≡ tt vv , 0≥t ):
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)()( 21 τ= yu t , )()( 12 tyu −=τ ,
and there exists an one-to-one transformation

)( tT=τ ,
which connect different time scales in systems 1Σ
and 2Σ . Additionally suppose that function T  is a
solution of the differential equation:

)()( tz
t
tT

=
∂

∂ ,

using properties of signal z  it is possible to con-
clude, that T  is strictly increasing function of t .

To analyze properties of the system dynamics we
should transform it to equal time scale. In this case
equations of system 2Σ  can be rewritten in the fol-
lowing form:
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where )()(),(
~

2222 xfxf tzt = . If vector field 2f  is
asymptotically stable in the origin or just stable, then

2
~
f  admits the same property. Therefore, investigat-
ing stability properties of systems connection it is
necessary to pay attention only multiplicative occur-
rence of signal )( tz  on the input of system 2Σ .

Assuming that the system is stable for 1)( ≡tz ,
0≥t , in this work some situations are discovered

where presence of disturbance z  does not influence
on stability property of the system. In Section 2 defi-
nitions, exact formulation of the problem and main
results are formulated and an important application is
pointed out. Implementation of proposed results to
task of adaptive output control of nonlinear system in
Section 3 is presented. Conclusion finishes the paper
in Section 4.

2. MAIN RESULT

Due to continuity properties imposed on functions in
right hand side of differential equations of the system
its solution is well defined at the least locally on time
interval [ )T,0 , ∞+<T . If ∞+<T , then such sys-
tem is called forward complete (see (Angeli, and
Sontag, 1999) for necessary and sufficient conditions
of forward completeness property). In this work it is
supposed that both systems 1Σ  and 2Σ  from struc-
ture scheme in Fig. 1 belong to class of passive or
strictly passive systems. More precisely, system of
form 1Σ  is called strictly passive with respect to in-
put 1u  and output 1y  (Byrnes, et al., 1991; Hill, and
Moylan, 1980; Hill, and Moylan, 1991; Polushin, et
al., 2000) with differentiable storage function
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where ( )1311 )( xx α≥a , ∞∈αα K21, , K∈α3 ;
and system 1Σ  is passive with respect to input 1u
and output 1y  (Byrnes, et al., 1991; Polushin, et al.,
2000) with differentiable storage function 1V  if
above inequalities hold for 0)( 1 ≥xa . It is said, that
function 00: ≥≥ →ρ RR  belongs to class K , if it is
strictly increasing and ( ) 00 =ρ ; ∞∈ρ K  if K∈ρ
and ( ) ∞→ρ s  for ∞→s  (radially unbounded);
continuous function 000: ≥≥≥ →×β RRR  is from
class LK , if it is from class K  for the first argument
for any fixed second, and strictly decreasing to zero
by the second argument for any fixed first one. In
work (Willems, 1972) passive and strict passive
properties were introduced for general nonlinear dy-
namical systems with not necessary positive definite
and differentiable storage functions. According to
nonlinear version of Kalman-Yakubovich-Popov
Lemma (Byrnes, et al., 1991) for (strictly) passive
system vector field 1f  is (asymptotically) stable with
Lyapunov function 1V  and
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The following result was proved in (Hill, and
Moylan, 1977) (case without multiplicative distur-
bance z ).

T h e o r e m  1 . Let feedback connection of the form
Σ : )()()( 121 ttt vyu += , )()()( 212 ttt vyu +−=

be given, systems iΣ , 2,1=i  are (strictly) passive
with respect to inputs iu  and outputs iy  with differ-
entiable storage functions iV . Then overall system
Σ  is (strictly) passive with respect to input

( )TTcol 21 , vvv =  and output ( )TTcol 21 , yyy =  for
storage function

),(),(),,( 221121 xxxx tVtVtV += .
If 1Σ  ( 2Σ ) is strictly passive while 2Σ  ( 1Σ ) is sim-
ple passive, then Σ  is passive with respect to input



v  and output y , and asymptotically stable with re-
spect to part of variables 1x  ( 2x ) for zero distur-
bances 0)( ≡tv , 0≥t . ■

The goals of this paper is to present conditions under
which presence of multiplicative disturbance does
not annihilate passivity property of the system stated
in Theorem 1. To do so further we will consider
feedback connection
Σ
~

: )()()( 121 ttt vyu += , )()()()( 212 tttzt vyu +−= .

First of all note, that constant signal ztz =)(  does

not influence on any properties of system Σ
~

. Indeed,
let system 1Σ  be (strictly) passive with respect to
input 1u  and output 1y with differentiable storage
function 1V , while for system 2Σ  the same property
holds with respect to 2u , 2y  and function 2V :

i
T
iiii aV uyx +−≤ )(& , 2,1=i .

Then system Σ
~

 is (strictly) passive with respect to
input ( )TT zcol 2

1
1 ,~ vvv −=  and output y  with stor-

age function
),(),(),,(

~
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1
1121 xxxx tVztVtV −+= .

This conclusion can be obtained after time derivative
of function V

~
 consideration:
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Therefore it is worth to pay especial attention to kind
of signal )( tz  dependence on time argument t . Let
function z  be continuous and locally Lipschitz, then
for almost all 0≥t  there exists well defined )( tz& ,
which can be used to formulate a desired condition.

L e m m a  1 . Let systems iΣ , 2,1=i  be (strictly)
passive with respect to inputs iu , outputs iy  with
differentiable storage functions iV  and one of the
following conditions holds
a) 0)( ≤tz&  for almost all 0≥t ;
b) 0)( ≥tz&  for almost all 0≥t .

Then overall system Σ
~

 is (strictly) passive with re-
spect to output y

a) and input ( )TT
a zcol 21 , vvv =  for storage function

),(),()(),,( 221121 xxxx tVtVtztVa += ;

b) input ( )TT
b zcol 2

1
1 , vvv −=  for storage function
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1

1121 xxxx tVtztVtVb
−+= .

If systems 1Σ  ( 2Σ ) is strictly passive while 2Σ  ( 1Σ )

is passive then system Σ
~

 is passive with respect to
output y , pare av , aV  or bv , bV  correspondingly
and asymptotically stable with respect to part of
variables 1x  ( 2x ) for vanishing input v .

P r o o f . Note, that both storage functions aV  and

bV  are positive definite and radially unbounded due
to property ∞+<≤≤< maxmin )(0 ztzz  and the
fact that both 1V  and 2V  have the same properties.
Their time derivatives take form:
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Passivity properties stated in the Lemma easily fol-
low from previous inequalities. Claim about asymp-
totic stability of the system with respect to part of
variables 1x  or 2x  for vanishing input v  can be
proved using results from (Rumyantsev, and Ozira-
ner, 1987; Vorotnikov, 1998). ■

Thus, according to Lemma 1 uniform decreasing or
increasing of time scales in both systems in Fig. 1 do
not affect on stability properties proposed in Theo-
rem 1 for feedback connection Σ . But even model-
ing of simple time delay on input of system 2Σ  re-
quires a sign alternating of time derivative z& . It is
clear, that if system Σ

~
 is forward complete and sig-

nal z&  has constant sign at infinity then system again
is stable. But more interesting situation includes a
sign varying signal z&  without fixed asymptotic limit,
but with sufficiently large time period between time
instants of sign of z&  changing. Let

{ }0)(:1 ≤= tzt &T , { }0)(:2 ≥= tzt &T
define sets of time instants with positive or negative
sign of z& . It is clear that these sets consist on con-
nected subsets or subintervals:
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z tttt

characterizes minimum length of time interval with
constant sign of z& .

T h e o r e m  2 . Let systems iΣ , 2,1=i  be strictly
passive with respect to inputs iu , outputs iy  with
differentiable storage functions iV . Then for

0)( ≡tv , 0≥t  there exists a 0>τZ , such, that for
any signal )( tz  with Zz τ≥τ  the origin of overall

system Σ
~

 is globally attractive and for any )( tz  and

initial conditions )0(x  ( ( )TTcol 21 ,xxx = ) there ex-
ists a constant ∞+<< )0(),(0 xtzX , such, that

)0(),()( xx tzXt ≤  for all 0≥t .
P r o o f . First, let us base forward completeness
property of system Σ

~
. By default the system solution

is defined on some time interval [ )T,0 , which can



be presented as concatenation of subintervals
[ ) [ )U

j
jj ttT 1,,0 += , ,...2.1,0=j , such, that

[ ) 1122 , T∈+kk tt , [ ) 22212 , T∈++ kk tt , ,...2.1,0=k ,
where 1T  and 2T  were defined above. In other
words, on each even subinterval 0)( ≤tz&  and on
each odd 0)( ≥tz&  (opposite case can be analyzed in
the same way). Then according to Lemma 1 system
Σ
~

 is stable on these subintervals for vanishing input
v  and there exist some functions 1σ , 2σ  from class
K , such, that for ,...2.1,0=k

[ ) 1122 , T∈∈ +kk ttt  ⇒ ( ))()( 21 ktt xx σ≤ ;

[ ) 22212 , T∈∈ ++ kk ttt  ⇒ ( ))()( 122 +σ≤ ktt xx .
Suppose, that system is not forward complete, then
there exists { }∞+== )(infarg tT

t
x , but such T

can not belong to set of subintervals 1T  or 2T , due

to ( ))()( 12 −+σ≤ iki tT xx , 2,1=i  that contra-

dicts minimality of T , thus, Σ
~

 is forward complete.

Now let us suppose that ∞+<= Kk ,...,2.1,0 , then

applying Lemma 1 for system Σ
~

 at the last subinter-
val one can obtain passivity of the system (and,
hence, stability for zero input v ) and asymptotic
convergence of )( tx  to the origin for strictly passive
systems 1Σ  and 2Σ ; or if only system 1Σ  ( 2Σ ) pos-
sesses strict passivity property, then )(1 tx  ( )(2 tx )
should converges to zero. So, let us further consider
case ∞+=K  with infinite sign changes of z& .

Let 0≥k  be arbitrary and consider two consecutive
intervals [ ) 1122 , T∈+kk tt  and [ ) 22212 , T∈++ kk tt ,
systems 1Σ  and 2Σ  are strictly passive. Then ac-
cording to Lemma 1 overall system is also strictly
passive on each of mentioned subintervals, i.e. there
exist functions 1β , 2β  from class LK , such, that

[ )122 , +∈ kk ttt  ⇒ ( )kk tttt 221 ,)()( −β≤ xx ;

[ )2212 , ++∈ kk ttt  ⇒ ( )12122 ,)()( ++ −β≤ kk tttt xx .
Substituting the first estimate in the last one for

12 += ktt  it is possible to receive
[ ) 22212 , T∈∈ ++ kk ttt  ⇒
( )( )12212212 ,,)()( ++ −−ββ≤ kkkk tttttt xx .

If inequality
( )( ) )(,,)( 21222212212 kkkkkk tttttt xx <−−ββ +++

is satisfied, then )( tx  is bounded and decreases on
each pare of subintervals as considered. By proper-
ties of signal )( tz  for any ,...2.1,0=k

zkk tt τ≥−+1 ,
hence, there exists a 0>τZ , such, that for any

Zz τ≥τ  series of inequalities holds:
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and solution of the system is bounded and converges
to the origin. ■

Proposed result claims that there exists a “slow”
enough signal )( tz  (“slow” in the sense, that time
derivative of this signal changes its sign with large
enough time period), such, that stability properties of
system Σ  are saved for Σ

~
, thus some stability prop-

erties of feedback connection Σ  are invariant under
proper multiplicative disturbance on the input of
system 2Σ .

The most important application of Theorem 2 is
feedback stabilization using integrator backstepping
method (Byrnes, et al., 1991; Krstić, et al., 1995).
Indeed, classical statement of the solved by this ap-
proach task is as follows. Let a system be given:

2111 )()( xxGxfx +=& ;
ux =2& ,

where 1x  and 2x  form state space vector, u  is con-
trol; functions in right hand side are smooth and en-
sure existence of solution, 0)0( =f . It is supposed,
that 1x -subsystem is already stabilized by some
feedback and it is asymptotically stable for 02 =x
with known Lyapunov function 1V . It is necessary to
design a new feedback, that provides asymptotic sta-
bility property for overall system with some new
known Lyapunov function V

~
, in other words, it is

necessary to transfer control for 1x -subsystem
through integrator 2x . The solution is

)()( 1
1

1
2 xG

x
xu

∂
∂

−φ−=
V ,

with 221121 5.0)(),(
~

xxxxx TVV +=  is a Lyapunov
function. In fact closed loop system can be consid-
ered as Σ  with strict passive systems 1Σ , 2Σ  for

)()( 222 xxf φ−= , IxG =)( 22 , 222 )( xxh = ,

)()( 1
1

11 xG
x

xh
∂
∂

=
V , 2222 5.0)( xxx TV = ,

where I  is identity matrix of corresponding dimen-
sion. Therefore, Theorem 1 establishes conditions
which provide for backstepping control robust sta-
bility property with respect to multiplicative distur-
bance, which can reflect influence of different time
scales in subsystems 1Σ , 2Σ  or time delay presented
in the channel, which connects output 1y  and input

2u . The closely connected task was solved in (Kan-
ellakopoulos, 1997) for systems in strict feedback
form, but in that work an input-to-state stability
paradigm (Sontag, 1989) was applied to ensure ro-
bust properties of the system and additional modifi-
cation was introduced in control law.

3. OUTPUT ADAPTIVE CONTROL

It is worth to stress that result of Theorem 2 does not
work for case then one of systems 1Σ  or 2Σ  is sim-
ple passive. In this case according to Theorem 1
system Σ  is asymptotically stable with respect to



part of variables for vanishing input v . This case
reflects structure scheme of classical adaptive control
system. Indeed, let

)(),()()( θ−θω+=
)

& txxGxfx (1)
be the model of undetermined plant, where x  is its
state vector, ω  is known regressor function, θ  is
vector of unknown parameters of the plant, θ

)
 is

vector of θ  estimates adjusted by adaptive control-
ler. It is assumed that in ideal case θ=θ

)
 and plant is

asymptotically stable with Lyapunov function:
( ) ( )xxx 21 ),( α≤≤α tV ,

( )xxf
x

α−≤
∂
∂

+
∂
∂ )(V

t
V , ∞∈αα K21, , K∈α .

In this case adaptation algorithm takes form (Fomin,
et al., 1981; Fradkov, et al., 1999; Krstić, et al.,
1995):

T
TT Vt

x
xGx

∂
∂

ωγ−=θ )(),(
&)

, 0>γ . (2)

Under change of variables
xx =1 , θ−θ=

)
2x

and with substitution
)()( 11 xfxf = , ),()()( 11 txxGxG ω= , 0)( 22 =xf ,

IxG γ=)( 22 , 
T

TT Vtt
x

xGxxh
∂
∂

ω= )(),(),( 11 ,

222 )( xxh = , ),(),( 11 xx tVtV = , 22
1

22 5.0)( xxx TV −γ=
system (1), (2) can be transformed to feedback con-
nection Σ  with strictly passive system 1Σ  and pas-
sive system 2Σ . Let only output 1y  be measured by
adaptive controller, then algorithm (2) can be re-
written as follows

1)( ytzγ−=θ
&)

,
where multiplicative disturbance z  reflects meas-
urement error of plant output signal 1y .

Let us investigate conditions which allow to save for
system Σ

~
 stability property of system Σ . This result

will be based on the following property. System 1Σ
is called observable with respect to output 1y  if the
implication holds (Byrnes, et al., 1991):

0)(1 ≡ty , 0)(1 ≡tu , 0≥t  ⇒ 0)( ≡tx , 0≥t .

T h e o r e m  3 . Let systems 1Σ  be strictly passive
with respect to input 1u , output 1y  with differenti-
able storage functions 1V   and 0)0(1 =G ; system

2Σ  is passive with respect to input 2u , output 2y
with differentiable storage functions 2V . Systems

1Σ , 2Σ  are observable with respect to outputs 1y ,

2y  correspondingly. Then for 0)( ≡tv , 0≥t  sys-

tem Σ
~

 is globally attractive with respect to variables
)(1 tx  and for any )( tz  and initial conditions )0(x

there exists a constant ∞+<< )0(),(0 xtzX , such,
that

)0(),()( xx tzXt ≤   for all 0≥t .
P r o o f . At first step again we will prove forward

completeness property of system Σ
~

. Let us introduce
two storage functions for the system:

),(),(),,( 22
1

max11211 xxxx tVztVtW −+= ;

),(),(),,( 22
1

min11212 xxxx tVztVtW −+= .
Their time derivatives can be rewritten as follows:

12
1

max2122
1

max111 )()()( yyyyxx TT tzzazaW −− −+−−≤& ;

12
1

min2122
1

min112 )()()( yyyyxx TT tzzazaW −− −+−−≤& .
Then

( ) ( )22
1

max111 xx azaW −−−≤&  for 3T∈t ; (3)

( ) ( )22
1

min112 xx azaW −−−≤&  for 4T∈t , (4)
where

{ }0)()(: 213 ≤= ttt T yyT , { }0)()(: 214 ≥= ttt T yyT .
Thus, as in proof of Theorem 2, on each time subin-
terval from set 3T  or 4T  solution of the system is
bounded by initial conditions on the beginning of the
subinterval. Therefore, trajectory can not escape to
infinity in finite time and system Σ

~
 is forward com-

plete.

Now we will prove boundedness of system trajecto-
ries. As before interval of solution definition
[ )∞+,0  can be presented as concatenation
[ ) [ )U

j
jj tt 1,,0 +=∞+ , ,...2.1,0=j , where

[ ) 3122 , T∈+kk tt , [ ) 42212 , T∈++ kk tt , ,...2.1,0=k  .
At the last instants kt2 , 12 +kt , 22 +kt  an equality is
satisfied

0)()( 21 =ttT yy .
If both outputs equal to zero, then from observability
property system is located in the equilibrium at the
origin; if 0)(1 =ty , then according to observability
property and equality 0)0(1 =G  all trajectories of
the system belong to an invariant submanifold

01 =x . Therefore switching under these conditions
can be excluded from further consideration. If

0)(2 =ty , then simply )()( 21 tWtW = . Let 0≥k
be arbitrary and consider two consecutive subinter-
vals [ ) 3122 , T∈+kk tt  and [ ) 42212 , T∈++ kk tt . Ac-
cording to the previous discussion in time instant

12 +kt  equalities
0)( 122 =+kty , )()( 122121 ++ = kk tWtW

are satisfied. Note also that by definitions equality
)()( 21 tWtW ≤  holds for all 0≥t . So using (3), (4),

the following properties are true:
[ ) 3122 , T∈∈ +kk ttt  ⇒ )()( 211 ktWtW ≤ ;

[ ) 42212 , T∈∈ ++ kk ttt  ⇒
)()()()()( 2112112221 kkk tWtWtWtWtW ≤=≤≤ ++ ,

and function 1W  does not increase on these subinter-
vals, due to k  was chosen arbitrary it is possible to
receive boundedness property of the system solution.

Let us base convergence to zero of variable 1x .
Note, that from inequalities (3), (4) and 0)( 22 ≤xa
property



( ) ∞+<≤ττ∫ Cda
t

o
)(11 x

holds for any 0≥t  (using closely connected argu-
ments as in Hespanha, et al. (2002)). Combining this
fact with boundedness of x , x&  it is possible to ob-
tain attractiveness property for variable 1x . ■

The last Theorem does rely on existence of z& , hence
requirements to signal )( tz  can be weakened to
simply continuity and Lebesgue measurability. Un-
fortunately, observability properties imposed in the
Theorem and condition 0)0(1 =G  restrict applica-
bility of this result. For adaptive systems condition

0)0(1 =G  typically holds due to it is usually sup-
posed, that )(),( xx ρ≤ω t  for K∈ρ  and 0≥t .
Additionally, adaptation algorithm, like introduced
above, is always observable with respect to desired
output θ−θ

)
.

4. CONCLUSION

In this work conditions for feedback connection of
dynamical systems are developed, which ensure
robustness/invariance of stability properties with
respect to multiplicative disturbances. Multiplicative
disturbance presence is originated by different time
scales phenomena in the system or external influ-
ences on measurement devices. It is supposed that
systems in feedback connection are passive or strictly
passive. Proposed conditions guarantee that multipli-
cative disturbance presence does not break passivity
property of feedback connection of systems of this
class. Main applications of presented results are
backstepping control and adaptive output control.
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